DIGGER ODELL’S
OFFICIAL
ANTIQUE BOTTLE AND GLASS COLLECTOR MAGAZINE
PRICE GUIDE SERIES

BITTERS BOTTLES, OVER 900 PHOTOGRAPHS ($30) ©1998
FLASKS, NEARLY 500 PHOTOGRAPHS ($30) ©2003
INK BOTTLES, OVER 1400 PHOTOGRAPHS ($35) ©2008
MEDICINE BOTTLES, 1200 PHOTOGRAPHS ($35) ©2002 color plates
COLOGNES, PATTERN MOLD, LABEL UNDER GLASS, FIRE EXTINGUISHERS AND
TARGET BALLS, 500 PHOTOGRAPHS ($25) ©1995
SODAS BOTTLES, OVER 600 PHOTOGRAPHS ($25) ©2001
MINERAL WATERS- 300 plus Saratoga and Minerals ($20) ©2003
WHISKEYS BOTTLES, OVER 900 PHOTOGRAPHS ($30) ©2004
BLACK GLASS, OVER 300 PHOTOGRAPHS ($20) ©1997
POISONS, DRUGSTORE & APOTHECARY BOTTLES, OVER 350 PHOTOGRAPHS ($25) ©1997
THE SECRETS OF PRIVY DIGGING, Step by Step guide. Find your own bottles ($10)
INDIAN BOTTLES & BRANDS- Over 1000 bottles & brands described, hundreds of ads and photos, companies that used the Indian for advertising ($39.95) Postage $5.95
PONTIL MEDICINE ENCYCLOPEDIA- 415 PAGES, hundreds of ads, hundreds of photos, histories, dates and more 3500 listings. ($55.00) ©2007 Postage $5.95
BOTTLING CARBONATED BEVERAGES 1881-Historical Look at bottling ($14.00)

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER PLUS $4.60 FOR SHIPPING AND HANDLING TO:
Visit on line at http://www.bottlebooks.com
DIGGER ODELL, 4943 Isaac Lane, Mason, OH 45040

PHOTOS OF EVERY BOTTLE LISTED
* 10,000 PHOTOGRAPHS

OVER 12,000 PRICES REALIZED FROM GLASS WORKS AUCTIONS CATALOGS
TIPS TO HELP YOU DETERMINE THE VALUE OF YOUR BOTTLES

DON’T LET HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS SLIP THROUGH YOUR FINGERS

*PHOTOGRAPHS PROVIDED COURTESY OF JIM HAGENBUCH AND STAFF OF ANTIQUE BOTTLE AND GLASS COLLECTOR MAGAZINE